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Sheriff’s Office monitor outlines vision
Appointee sought post to help
improve law enforcement’s
relations with diverse public
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A San Francisco deputy city attorney slated to become the first
independent monitor of Sonoma
County Sheriff’s Office practices and
internal investigations said that he
views his primary mission as ensuring those inquiries are fair and thor-

ough.
Jerry Threet, 55, said there will
be a learning curve for him as he
builds his knowledge of investigation standards and law enforcement
practices. In an interview Thursday,
the first since the county announced
his selection, Threet said that he applied for the job because he feels the
heightened interest nationwide to
improve law enforcement’s relationship with a diverse population is an
important movement.
“I’ve always had a professional
interest in areas where I could assist disadvantaged communities and

help government be responsive to
people,” Threet said.
The board will cast votes March 15
to make Threet’s appointment as director of the Independent Office of
Law Enforcement Review and Outreach official. He is slated to start the
job April 11.
Sheriff Steve Freitas, who was on
one of three interview panels that
considered the top three candidates,
said that it was important to him that
Threet had moved to Sonoma County
before he applied for the job, which to
him demonstrated a commitment to
becoming part of the community.

“He seems to be very well qualified,” Freitas said.
Freitas said that he and Threet
have met in person, exchanged
emails, cellphone numbers and
schedules and are making plans to
begin a series of conversations about
how to work with one another.
Eventually, the Sheriff’s Office will
dedicate a lieutenant and an administrative aide to work closely with
the monitor in order to share information and build a collaborative system of fielding citizen complaints.

Jerry
Threet
San Francisco
deputy city
attorney starts
new job April 11.
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Nature lovers beware:
It’s prime tick season

Policy
divide
in Apple
fight
While FBI seeks to break
encryption, data safety
essential to Pentagon
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR
AND DAVID E. SANGER
NEW YORK TIMES
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SEASONAL THREAT: Jacob Boyd-Snee of Santa Rosa, hikes the Cobblestone trail in Annadel State Park on Thursday. An abundance of wet grass and balmy winter
temperatures have heightened the seasonal tick threat.

Sonoma County is ground zero for Lyme disease in California
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

n Sonoma County parks and other places where
people enjoy getting close to nature, a tiny part
of nature is ready to bite.
It’s tick season, which runs year-round in the
region’s woods and fields, but peaks in the spring,
or whenever spring-like weather arrives. And last
month’s warm spell, prompting flowers and trees
to blossom and grapevines to bud, kicked it off,
officials said.
“It’s early spring,” said Karen Holbrook, deputy health officer, with spring officially two weeks
away.
“I really do want people to be aware of the risk
and to take precautions,” she said, noting that ticks
carrying Lyme disease live in the area. The best
approach, if bitten, is to immediately and safely
remove the tick, save it for identification and to
consult a health care provider, Holbrook said.
But the greatest risk is from ticks so small their
bite may go unnoticed.
Western black-legged ticks in their immature
stage, known as nymphs, measure one-twentieth
of an inch, about the size of a poppy seed. They
can bite a person, transmit the bacteria that causes
Lyme disease and drop off without the human
knowing anything happened.
Sometimes, a distinctive bulls-eye rash is the first
evidence of an infected tick bite, or it’s the onset of
the flu-like symptoms of Lyme disease: chills and
fever, headache, fatigue and muscle pain.
Patients treated with appropriate antibiotics in
the early stages of Lyme disease usually recover
rapidly and completely, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention. Long-term
symptoms of Lyme disease include arthritis, pain,
heart irregularities and brain and spinal cord
inflammation.
Sonoma County is ground zero for Lyme disease
in California, with 41 confirmed cases — more than
any other county — from 2010 to 2014.
Mendocino and Humboldt counties have fewer
cases, but join Sonoma on the list of nine counties
with the highest rate of cases per 100,000 people.
Put in perspective, California’s overall Lyme disease infection rate of 0.2 cases per 100,000 is minusTURN TO TICKS » PAGE A2

UNDER THE MICROSCOPE: Sonoma County Department of Health Services lab director Michael
Ferris views a tick slide under ultraviolet light to look for Lyme disease markers in Santa Rosa.
TINY PESTS:
Wood ticks, left,
are not known
to transmit Lyme
disease to humans;
deer ticks, like the
one on the right,
are known to carry
the disease.

WASHINGTON — The intensifying legal battle over encryption between Apple and
the Justice Department has all
but obscured another more subtle division, the one inside the
Obama administration itself.
Driven by competing and
sometimes clashing interests
about privacy, national security
and the economy, some of the
president’s most senior aides
are staking out a variety of positions on the issue.
The White House denies there
is disagreement over the effort
to force Apple to break into the
phone used by one of the terrorists in the San Bernardino
shootings, but the differences
on how to deal with the broader
questions raised by encryption
have become increasingly apparent.
The FBI wants the ability to
break into smartphones and
computers for investigations.
The Pentagon and intelligence
officials worry that the same
techniques could be used by foreign powers or hackers to drain
data from phones used by the
U.S. government, and that countries like China will demand the
same access provided to U.S. law
enforcement officials.
The conflicting positions were
on display last week. On Tuesday, James Comey Jr., director of
the FBI, testified before Congress
about the need for some kind of
government action — he avoided
the word “legislation” because
the White House has specifically
said it is not seeking that — that
would guarantee access to law
enforcement, no matter how encryption technology evolves.
A day later, Defense Secretary
Ash Carter, talking to technologists at an annual computer security conference in San Francisco, struck a very different
tone. “Data security, including
TURN TO POLICY » PAGE A11
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TICK BITE PREVENTION
To prevent tick bites, the Sonoma County
Department of Health Services recommends:
■ Walk in the center of trails.
■ Use repellents that contain 20 to 30 percent
DEET on exposed skin and clothing for protection that lasts up to several hours. Treat clothing
and gear (boots, socks, pants, tents, etc.) with
products containing 0.5 percent permethrin.
■ Bathe or shower as soon as possible after

coming indoors, preferably within two hours.
■ Conduct a full-body tick check; parents
should check children under arms, in and
around ears, inside belly button, behind knees,
between legs, around waist, especially in hair.
■ Examine gear and pets, which can bring
home ticks that will then attach to a person.
■ Tumble clothes in a dryer on high heat for
up to an hour to kill remaining ticks.
■ For more info, go to www.cdc.gov/lyme
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